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Introduction
The EPIC - Economic Promotion of Inle Communities through cultural and
natural heritage valorization is a project implemented in Myanmar, with
the aim of promoting sustainable and responsible tourism development
in the south area of Inle Lake , through the direct involvement of the local
community in identifying, planning and managing some touristic products.
In addition to this activity, a path of awareness on environmental issues
was developed in the years of the project. It aimed primarily at tourist
operators in the town of Nyaung-Shwe, gateway to the Lake’s tourist
activities and place where most of the catering and hospitality activities
are concentrated. These activities were born in a few years, driven by
the growing presence of international tourists and are affected, at least in
part, by the recent approach to the tourism sector. Although in fact the
offer is wide and generally of good quality, it tends to conform to what is
thought to be customer expectations. As a result, hotels and restaurants
tend to set aside their specific identity for a more generic offer designed
for the widest possible target. From this analysis a first Storytelling course
was done in presence, to provide some basic tools to help operators
to bring out the distinctive elements of their business. This manual
represents the next step as it contains in-depth elements on storytelling
and on how much this medium can help identifying one’s identity and then
telling customers about it , generating loyalty and / or positive word-ofmouth, which still today is a fundamental marketing element. Especially
in this difficult phase for tourism, knowing how to tell your story and
how to qualify your activity compared to your competitors can make the
difference and this small guide can provide all the tools you need to do so.
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What is
storytelling?
Perhaps the first thing that comes to mind when
you think of storytelling is a childhood experience
of being told a story or a story that you have told
a child; maybe your parents or grandparents or
someone from your village told you a story about
your family or your relatives, a legend about the
origins of your people. We’re all familiar with
traditional forms of storytelling, such as fairy tales
and legends, and these oral and written stories
are still evolving as they are retold and brought to
life in different forms.
Stories are part of our daily lives, in the anecdotes
we tell our friends, in the books we read and in
the movies we watch. Stories are also recognised
as an important way of connecting with any
audience and storytelling is increasingly used in
workplaces, advertising and fundraising.
Storytelling is a mean for sharing and interpreting
experiences. Peter L. Berger, a famous
sociologist, says human life is rooted in narrative.
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Humans live their lives and shape their world
in homes in thanks to of these groundings and
memories. Stories have universal meaning they
can bridge cultural, linguistic and age-related
differences. Storytelling can be adaptive for all
ages, leaving out the notion of age segregation
and it can be used as a method to teach ethics,
values and cultural norms and differences.1
Learning is most effective when it takes place in
social environments that provide authentic social
cues about how knowledge has to be applied.
Stories function as a tool to pass on knowledge
in a social context.
Human knowledge is based on stories and the
human brain consists of cognitive machinery
necessary to understand, remember and tell
stories2. Humans are storytelling organisms that
both individually and socially, lead storied lives.
Stories mirror human thinking as humans think
in narrative structures and most often remember
facts in story form. Facts can be understood as
smaller versions of a larger story, thus storytelling
can supplement analytical thinking. Because
storytelling requires auditory and visual senses
from listeners, one can learn to organize their
mental representation of a story, recognize
structure of language and express his or her
thoughts.
Stories tend to be based on experiential learning,
but learning from an experience is not automatic.
Often people need to dare by telling the story
of that experience before realizing its value. In
this case, it is not only the listener who learns,
but the teller who also becomes aware of his or
her own unique experiences and background.3
This process of storytelling is empowering as the
teller effectively conveys ideas and, with practice,
is able to demonstrate the potential of human
accomplishment. Storytelling taps into existing
knowledge and creates bridges both culturally
and motivationally toward a solution.
Stories are effective educational tools because

listeners become engaged and therefore
remember / are more keen in remembering
them. Storytelling can be seen as a foundation
for learning and teaching. While the story
listeners are engaged, they are able to imagine
new perspectives, inviting a transformative and
empathetic experience. This involvement allows
the individual to actively engage in the story
as well as observe, listen and participate with
minimal guidance. Listening to a storyteller can
create lasting personal connections, promote
innovative problem solving and foster a shared
understanding regarding future ambitions. The
listener can then activate knowledge and imagine
new possibilities. Together a storyteller and
listener can seek best practices and invent new
solutions. Because stories often have multiple
layers of meanings, listeners have to listen closely
to identify the underlying knowledge in the story.4
Every story, to be effective, must have some
specific characteristics:
1.

2.

Narrative sequentiality (the order given
in a story may not reflect the chronological
unfolding of real facts, nor the contingency of
cause-effect relationships);
Particularities (highlighting details that in
reality may appear insignificant);

1 Davidson, Michelle (2004). &quot;A phenomenological evaluation: using storytelling as a
primary teaching method&quot;. Nurse Education and Practice. 4
(3): 184–189. doi:10.1016/s14715953(03)00043-x. PMID 19038156.
2 Schank, Roger C.; Robert P. Abelson (1995). Knowledge and
Memory: The Real Story. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. pp. 1–85. ISBN 978-0-8058-1446-0.
3 Doty, Elizabeth. “Transforming Capabilities: Using Story for
Knowledge Discovery & Community Development”.
4 Denning, Stephen (2000). The Springboard: How Storytelling
Ignites Action in Knowledge-Era Organizations. Butterworth-Heinemann. ISBN 978-0-7506-7355-6.
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3.
4.

5.

6.

Intentionality;
Verisimilitude (perception that
the listener must have regarding
the story);
Modularity (interweaving
between the various parts of the
narrative and its whole);
Referentiality (refers to how
plausible the story can be).

The stories always follow a
dramatic arch
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Exposition: the introduction to
the story. The exposition offers
background information to prime
the audience for the rest of the
story.
Rising action: when conflict
begins to ramp up. The rising
action usually begins with what’s
called an “inciting incident,”
a.k.a. the trigger that puts the
tension in motion. This is when
the audience starts to see what
the story is really about.
Climax: the height of tension.
Typically, the climax requires the
main character to face the truth
and make a choice.
Falling action: the result of
that choice. During the falling
action, the conflict gives way to
resolution. Loose ends are tied
up and tension dissipates.
Resolution: the conclusion
of the story. The ending isn’t
always happy, but it does close
the loop and shows how the
tension affected the characters
and the world around them.

Storytelling in marketing
Storytelling is increasingly being used in advertising
in order to build customer loyalty. Stories are
illustrative, easily memorable and allow companies
to create stronger emotional bonds with customers.
We have become increasingly visual consumers.
The information overload, on and offline, has
brought our attention threshold to a significant
lowering - from 12 to 8 seconds in a few years.
Main consequence: businesses are forced to find a
way to attract the consumer as quickly as possible.
From the anatomical point of view, among other
things, we are naturally predisposed to images. Our
brain is definitely more receptive to the information
contained in the images than the written texts;
therefore, communicating by visual content
facilitates the memorization of what we are told.
A Nielsen study shows consumers want a more
personal connection in the way they gather
information since human brains are more engaged
by storytelling and images than by the presentation
of facts alone. When reading straight data, only
the language parts of our brains work to decode
the meaning. But when we read a story, not only do
the language parts of our brains light up, but any
other part of the brain that we would use if we were
actually experiencing what we’re reading about
becomes activated as well. As a result it is easier to
remember stories than facts.
In essence, success is a question of chemistry:
when a good story is told, oxytocin, a
neurochemical in the brain, is released and this can
increase a person’s level of trust in a situation or in
a story. Stories elicit emotions and emotions can
drive sales.
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Why is storytelling
so important
for tourism sector?
One of the most common ways we build
connections with other people is through
storytelling, sharing interesting anecdotes that
endear us to them or by finding common ground.
In addition, about 75% of people don’t trust
traditional forms of marketing, and the fact
that we’re exposed to thousands of marketing
messages on a daily basis, you need to find a way
to cut through the clutter in a meaningful way.
The perfect tool to stand out from the crowd and
create a connection with our guest is storytelling.
“People don’t buy what you do, they buy why
you do it and how it makes them feel” says in an
interview Darlene Rondeau, vice president of best
practices at Leonardo, a technology company
serving the global hospitality industry.
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L E T ’ S N O W C O N S I D E R HO W THE TO URISM MARK E T
I S E VOLV I N G W I T H T H E HE LP O F SO ME DATA
On Tripadvisor, in 2017 alone, operators added

30 thousands new “experiences” to the
portal, thus increasing the total number by about 50%;

According to data provided by Airbnb CEO Brian Chesky,
three out of four millennials said they
preferred to buy an experience rather than a physical asset;

Mark Okerstrom, CEO of Expedia Group, revealed that the company
generated more than $ 500 million in 2017 through the “Things to do” and
“Local Expert” sections alone; translated: 500 million dollars in

one year thanks to “experiences” alone;

In the high-end hotels, the attention to the quality of the experience
is always brought to the maximum. But in recent years, more and
more hotels of this type are using in-house specialists

to offer guests tailor-made experiences.

In short, it is clear that the trend that is recording the most disruptive growth is that of the socalled “experiences”. It is equally clear that it is the one that, more than any other, feeds mainly on
storytelling. Before, during and after it.
Travellers usually want, to get an idea as precise as possible (but also suggestive and captivating) of
the activities to be carried out and the experiences to be lived before leaving, during the research
and booking phases themselves. During the experience, a well-targeted story amplifies the
sensations. Finally, when you return home (but - increasingly - even during moments of travel)
comes the moment of sharing: another moment of storytelling in tourism, this time generated by the
user, which thus becomes the first effective marketing agent.
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Storytelling
online and offline
Online stroytelling - or digital storytelling - and offline
storytelling have some differences, but there are
some basic elements that apply to both, such as:
1. a personal point of view: the use of the first
person immediately reduces the distance of the
audience to the object of communication;
2. the inclusion of engaging content: the
narration must have a structure that surprises,
providing non-trivial questions and answers;
3. to evoke emotions: closely linked to the
previous one, it helps to fix the memory and
transfer the message;
4. the economics of narration: with few words
many concepts must be transferred;
5. a pace appropriate to the narrative modes
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Digital Storytelling
The marketing world has evolved a lot. Flawless design and
phrases like “locally sourced” or “handcrafted” are already
considered cliches and don’t trigger any emotion from your
customers. When a costumer has to choose an accommodation or
restaurant, s/he wants more than some nice words to convince her/
himself to try your bed or SPA or the food you prepare. Costumers
need emotion and a story that attracts them from the first minute.
Here are some key elements to build up a successfull story that
attracts customers

Target your
key audience

Who are you trying to reach? You can’t be everything to everyone, so choose who your key audience is and build your strategy
around that. Think about the types of travellers who come through your doors. What are some of their most common requests?
What do they enjoy doing, and how does that tie into your hotel or
restaurant?

Set your
voice

How do you want to communicate with guests? Fun and quirky?
Relaxed and conversational? Strictly professional? Think about the
tone of voice that best suits your brand and stick with it. Your key
audience may also affects this decision.

Think about
your story

What interesting stories does your hotel or restaurant share? Your
property might be steeped in history, or you might be a leader in
eco-awareness and green practices.
But don’t only think about your property’s story – also consider
your area and how you fit into that narrative. Do you get involved in
your local community, for instance? Why not taking a tour of your
town, highlighting all the nearby attractions?

Remember:
talk about
people not
about products

Storytelling is always about people: business owners, chefs, and
key employees. If you want to create a great story about your business, identify the major contributors and focus on them.
For example, if you own a family restaurant, place family values
first. You could address the following topics:
Is it a new restaurant or a famed third-generation family business?
Who does currently own the business: you and your sisters, you
and your wife?
What family traditions and values do you promote?
What is your cultural background? How does your cultural heritage
play into the theme of your business?
If you don’t want to write about you, you could write about your
staff. You can tell why you have chosen them to work with you, you
can tell anecdotes about them or tell what you like about their way
of working.
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Tell your story in
an engaging way

Images and videos always trump text. Use high-quality imagery, and give some thought to what aspects
of your narrative you can relay through video. And you
don’t need a massive budget. So often, a smartphone
with a good camera can help you create thoughtful
and engaging content.
For example, conduct a quick video interview with
your staff, asking them what they think about their
job. Take a slow video pan of the amazing views seen
from your property and tie that into a story about why
people should stay with you.

Create a
content plan

Once you’ve given some thoughts about the information above, schedule a monthly content plan. Determine how often you should post the content ideas
you’ve outlined and stick to it. Don’t update Facebook or Instagram just when you remember it, social
media can’t get dust!

Elicit
user-generated
content from your
guests

Involve your guests in telling the story of your property
in a positive way. It creates great social proof, and
turns people into ambassadors for your brand.
Take the lead and create a competition centred on
your property and its story. For example, create a
hashtag relevant to your brand and encourage people
to submit their favourite photographs from their stay
with you, or from adventures in your city.

Be aware of how to
get the most out of
your social media
channels

When posting a story on social media, remember that
photos, videos and links get better engagement than
text-only posts. Try using an interesting, high-quality
photo to stand out together with a well-written post
that takes the reader on a journey. Engage with your
followers promptly, and remember to be consistent
with the tone/voice you’ve chosen.

Tell the Truth

Be honest with your readers and don’t embellish
reality. State only true facts because a small lie can
spoil your reputation. Storytelling is not inventing a
story. Storytelling is using a narrative to connect your
products to customers, with a focus on linking what
you stand for and to the values you share with your
customers.
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TO SUMMARISE:
Target your key
audience
Determine your
brand’s voice
Think about
your story
Talk about people not
about products
Tell your story
in an engaging way
Create
a content plan
Elicit
user-generated
content from
your guests
Know how
to get the most
out of your social
media channels
Tell the truth

Storytelling, even offline,
yes it’s possible!
When the customer finally arrives at the hotel or
restaurant it is important to keep a narrative consistent
with the one online. For example, if the online
storytelling focuses on your origins and the history
of your family, perhaps in the hall or on the first page
of the menu there could be photographs of your
ancestors or the area you come from; if you focus
the narrative on being eco-friendly then you will have
to make these aspects evident to the customer who
chooses your business. If you use only organic and/
or local food and you have beautiful pictures of that on
your Instagram page, you can use it to decorate the
walls of your restaurant. Another example, if you work
in an hotel, you can invite your guest to come with you
at the local market and buy some food for their dinner
or breakfast.
If you don’t have a website or a page in a social media
you can still use storytelling to build customer loyalty
and make them come back to you, or speak well of you
on their social channels or to their friends and relatives.
Some rules are the same of the digital
storytelling...

- Determine your brand’s voice
- Think about your story
- Talk about people not about products
- Tell your story in an
engaging/emotional way
...and some are different:

Involve your staff in telling your story;
it can be a direct involvement, asking them to say,
for example, that the recipe for a particular dish was
invented by your grandmother, or indirectly, making
them wear traditional clothes

Use decorations or pieces of furniture
that are consistent with the story you want
to tell or are part of it

Write your story in the menu - few sentences
– or in a text that you can put in the hall, perhaps under
some nice picture

Engage costumers in doing something,
maybe some eco-friendly actions, if your story is about
environment…..
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How can you
use storytelling
in hotel marketing
By using a storytelling approach in your hotel marketing
strategy, you can relate valuable content without
actually ‘selling’ your hotel to guests. Rather, you’re
showing them why they should choose you over your
competitors in an engaging and authentic way.
According to HotelRez, a worldwide spread hotel
chain, “Good hotel storytellers are moving away from
the huge chunks of boring, standardised text and
descriptions of amenities, towards the use of big,
beautiful, bold images with captivating narratives and
compelling bite-sized videos, more fitting to today’s
multi-device, multi-channel universe.”
Simply put, storytelling is what makes your audience
care about your accomodation. A great story helps your
audience find personal and emotional connections to
your brand, thus making your brand more personable.
Stories affect audiences and are easy to remember,
keeping your brand in your customer’s mind. Plus,
when a customer sees a great story on social media,
they’re more likely to share it, increasing your reach.
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When considering how to incorporate this strategy in your own marketing efforts, it’s important to note
that your hotel doesn’t need to only have one set narrative. Rather, think about day-to-day activities or
features as unique stories within themselves –your chef explaining how to make a particular dish; some
photos showing what you’re planting in your veggie garden this season – all of these can be packaged as
a form of storytelling through your online or offline channels.

A B R I E F R E C A P O F T H E RULES
Choose your style/voice

Choose a personal point of view (owner, staff…….)
Make it personal. Engage with customers on an emotional level.
Use informal, but still professional language—“we,” “our,” “us.”
Never forget the details

Involve your staff

Tell the truth

Don’t forget the dramatic arch
Your story could be on your web page, in the hall, in the room
directory, on social media
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Storytelling doesn’t have to be an overwhelming or difficult
concept, but you may feel stuck if you haven’t ever tried
to tell your brand’s story. If you’re new to storytelling, start
small with your About page.
Here an example of a perfect “About” page that can be
used also offline, in your flyer for example

Exposition

It was in the 1950s when my grandmother Alpenice, together with grandfather Lodovico Antonio, left the Modena
Apennines, like so many mountaineers, and arrived in the
hills of Savignano in search of fortune.

Rising Action

His family of origin, contractors, had lost all the wealth
during the crisis of ‘29, having had the unfortunate idea of
keeping them in the form of cash under mattresses! The
farm is called “Savina Nuova” and includes the family’s house and the stable, built in the 30s based on a design by the
architect Dotti, very much in vogue at the time, called “alla
bolognese”. Mulberry-grafted vines and forages are grown
for the cows raised in the area where the breakfast room is
now (the rooms have been obtained from the barn).

Climax

In the seventies, when the cows were sold, my father Eligio
devoted himself to the production of Lambrusco and Pignoletto wine.

Falling Action

In 1995 I decided to convert the wine production to organic
and in 2003 I added the bio-B&B to the wine production.

Resolution

The last renovation is from 2018, with the introduction of
a little SPA and cooking class courses. This year we will
dedicate ourselves to complete the offer for our Guests with
new services, to make them feel more and more “at home”

If you don’t want speak about yourself or your family or your
staff, you can tell the story of an object as did the Adare
Manor Hotel, which told the story of a toy lost in the hotel
waiting for its little owner to come and retrieve it. The plush
bunny visited all the spaces of the hotel: he took a nap in a
room, ate in the restaurant, had a massage in the SPA, took
golf lessons and finally found his little owner. Was the story
true? Maybe. Certainly it was plausible, but all the services
tried by the bunny were true and his story emotionally involved many followers, becoming a worldwide case of tourism
marketing.
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How can you
use storytelling
for your restaurant
Most restaurants today focus on selling
products. Delicious food, good cocktail or wine,
beautiful décor, but no red thread. Nothing
that connects these elements into a coherent
story. This is a serious shortcoming because
restaurant storytelling is one of the most
powerful tools to drive customer engagement.
Customers want to know you and the real
story, why you do what you do. You have the
power to use the several elements present in
your restaurant experience (the food, beverage,
décor, tableware, music, lighting, etc.) in your
own, unique way to tell a story. These elements
shouldn’t merely be seen as great individually,
but should contribute to a bigger picture. If you
want to stand out among the noise, create an
authentic story that presents your business in
the best, most accurate light. Here are a few
key tips to drive customer engagement through
storytelling.
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Focus on
Customers

If you want to engage your customers with the help of
storytelling, learn what they expect to hear from you. Why
do people visit your restaurant? Do you offer the most
delicious meals, the lowest prices, the most beautiful interior
design, the greatest atmosphere, live music?
Therefore, you should listen carefully to what the people in
your community are saying. This is how you will discover
what type of stories drive a positive reaction.
This doesn’t mean that you should lie when you create your
story. If your costumers finds out that there is nothing true
behind your story, then you will be in trouble. Thus, when
you create your storytelling strategy, make sure to combine
the true facts in your story with what the costumers is
waiting to hear.
Even more, if you see that guests’ preferences are
changing, update your restaurant’s story and make it more
relevant. For example, if you have introduced espresso
coffee you can say “We have chosen for you the best
quality of coffee to offer you the true experience of an Italian
espresso”

Evoke
Emotions

If you want to engage customers, you need to tell a story
that evokes strong emotions, as we have said before. Those
who read your restaurant’s story should have a feeling
of wonder, amazement, fascination, curiosity, affection,
nostalgia, patriotism, or a mix of different feelings. Don’t
leave your audience feeling indifferent. If used well, stories
can stick in the customer’s mind, much longer than a
memory of a bite of food, or a glass of wine

Focus on
What Makes
You Unique

You are better than your competitor. So, your clients need to
know it too. People want to try new experiences. Thus, you
need to attract them with your stories and show them how
different you are from the rest. There are a lot of restaurants
that serve great food. However, only in your restaurant, they
will discover something unique. This means that your story
should reflect exactly this. You should never try to copy or
rewrite another restaurant’s story, even if it’s great and that
restaurant is located at the other end of the world. Your
restaurant is one-of-a-kind and you should find the right
words to describe it.
Again, in your menu you must use the word “us”, “ours”,
“we”
For example: “our Shan noodles” which show how original
the recipe is, customers will not be able to eat the same
dish in the nearby restaurant
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Be Creative

Your Staff Are the
Best Storytellers

Bring your
menu to life

Never forget
the details

If you want to write a story, which will drive customer
engagement, be creative. Try to design a distinct image of
your restaurant that will stand out from the crowd.

You should train your staff to tell stories about your dishes/
restaurant/destination and make the clients become curious
about it.

Give to your costumers the story behind the recipes and
menu. Indicate in the menu the ethnicity of the dishes,
indicate and stress in the menu the local origin of the
ingredients and if it’s possible you can tell something
about producers. Are you using recipes given to you by
your grandmother? Did you come from a farming family
background? Is all your food homemade? The goal is to
build an emotional bridge to your consumers. If everything
on your menu is sustainable, that needs to be the story.

Introduce elements in the environment and in the decoration
that tell your story such as sentences evocative of the spirit
of the activity, icons, etc.
If you organize an event, make sure that all the elements
(plates, decoration, promotional material) are part of the
same Storytelling.
Once you have a solid story, you can strengthen it, maybe
interviewing local artisans: the baker, the fisherman, the
local coffee shop and put this video in your channels or
adding their story (one or two sentences) at your menu.
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Again if you don’t’ know how to write a story start from
the About page, that you can use also in the first page of
your menu. Here you can find the “story” page of the Italian
restaurant “Magazzino delle Scope”

Exposition

Rising Action

The Magazzino delle Scope was born in 2011 and wants to offer an
alternative to the typical tourist places of seaside towns. And it is from
the sea that it takes its fundamental features: the inherent need for
change and natural evolution, the fervour that alternates with moments
of reflection, the overcoming of imposed limits. Simply, all his poetry.

With these simple assumptions, in 2011 the Magazzino delle Scope Chicheteria Italiana opens its doors.
But there is no history of the Magazzino delle Scope without the
history of Don Claudio, the place that for more than thirty years has
been the reference point for lovers of creative cuisine, and with which
the Magazzino delle Scope has operated, in 2017, a real fusion.

Climax

Here over the years new tastes are experimented and the menu
varies according to the seasonality of the products: the desire is
to propose small dishes, starting from the concept of the Venetian
cicheto (delicious delicacy to eat standing up and in a few bites) that
undergoes an evolution becoming a real course (here it becomes
“chic”) making its entrance on the restaurant table.

Falling Action

The union between the souls of Don Claudio, who brought his
famous raw fish dishes - and the Chicheteria - which offered them
revisited - gave rise to the Magazzino delle Scope, an innovative and
evolving restaurant.

Resolution

Because the Magazzino delle Scope never changes, but knows how
to evolve, to create surprising combinations and culinary solutions
that are never predictable, extremely refined, presented without
excess or unnecessary frills. A food and wine journey - the one that
the team has been on for many years - that smells of experience and
a desire to get involved.
Welcome to the Magazzino delle Scope by Don Claudio.
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In the End
Listening to a story has always been the best way to
memorize concepts because it activates multiple areas
of our brain, evokes images, sounds and flavors that
are part of our memory and creates a bond with the
narrator. If the narrator involves us in the process of
creating the story, we are even more stimulated and
our desire to live a unique experience is satisfied.
For these reasons, storytelling is fundamental for
tourism, not only for destinations, but also for
individual companies, because it can create that link
with the future tourist that can distinguish them from
their competitors and generate loyalty in the present
customer.
The fundamental point is to put the person and his
motivations or values at the center, to generate curiosity
or identification. It may seem difficult, but sometimes
just a few elements are enough to tell about oneself
and to motivate the customer to choose us over our
competitors: some well-made photographs, some
sentences about our family or our staff and already our
company will seem more alive, more real and therefore
more desirable than the others.
A few elements are enough to create a story, the
important thing is to start from the beginning ...
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